
There has been much speculation and historical finger-pointing over Confederate General   
J. E. B. Stuart’s ride and arrival at the July 1863 Battle of Gettysburg amidst the farmland of central 
Pennsylvania.  Commander of the Army of Northern Virginia, General Robert E. Lee, had given 
him characteristically vague orders to gather supplies and create a bit of chaos, but as part of those 
orders, he also insisted on the need to ensure General Richard S. Ewell’s part of the corps were well 
screened from the Union troops by Stuart’s cavalry.  Stuart would be out of Lee’s communication 
limits, and could leave Army of Northern Virginia blind as it advanced into enemy territory.  
Unfortunately, these directives neither took into account nor expected Stuart to be unable to fulfill 
his duties in the hopelessly small window of opportunity allowed; delays and interference hampered 
his ride the entire way.   

By the end of June 1863 Lee’s plan was to, however questionable, cut his supply lines and 
gradually get himself above the Mason-Dixon line and on to Union soil.  He was convinced in his 
belief that this would, “deflate the Union’s will to defend itself.”1  With his army moving 
northwards, Lee needed to ensure there was an appropriate cavalry screen in place to scout Federal 
troop movements and divert skirmishing away from the larger units.  This is what his orders to 
Stuart stated as the divisions moved from Virginia on towards Maryland on June 22:  to guard the 
right flank of General Ewell’s corps (formally part of the late General “Stonewall” Jackson’s corps) 
as he advanced, keep him informed of the enemy’s whereabouts and to scrounge for supplies useful 
to the army. 2  General James Longstreet, who passed along Lee’s order to Stuart, suggested that if 
he can at all get through or behind the enemy and eventually meet with the rest of the Rebel units, it 
would prove more difficult for the Federals to know the path northward the Confederates were 
following.  Longstreet’s observation certainly has merit, as 19th century warfare was limited to what 
the scouts or pickets in the cavalry could or could not see; if Stuart was seen going in a different 
direction of the main corps then this ruse could at most confuse, and at least cause hesitation on the 
part of the watching enemy.  General Stuart was given leeway to execute this as he saw fit, 
generally knowing he was required to complete orders swiftly and reconnect with Lee’s divisions 
on northern soil. 

Since General Ewell’s troops were already in Pennsylvania, Stuart departed to meet him on 
June 25, fully expecting to come between his right Confederate flank and Union forces, and travel 
in tandem with Ewell to their rendezvous with Lee.  Perhaps inevitably, on the first and second days 
into his ride, Stuart found himself in want to travel the same roads as the Federal infantry he was 
tasked with distracting, causing him detours and at times skirmishes – these delays cost him 
precious time and he was severely tardy in even getting his units out of Virginia.3  He was fully 
aware that it was imperative that he reconnect with Lee, but also recognized the importance of the 
second part of his mission, gather supplies for the Confederates and generally disrupt the area.  He 
did just that when he came upon a Union wagon train just outside of Rockville, MD where he took 
supplies, uprooted railroad tracks and cut telegraph lines.  By this time it was the end of June and 
Stuart was acting on days old orders providing the camp whereabouts of General Ewell.  Because he 
was so delayed, all he could do was send scouts to reconnoiter blindly as to where Ewell’s troops 
could be.  Lee, meanwhile, had crossed into Pennsylvania and was seriously missing Stuart’s 
portion of the cavalry, his eyes and ears.  He had not a clue as to the “landscape, [or] the size of the 
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Union’s force…”4 as he marched further north within the Keystone State.  Lee’s army eventually 
collided with the Federals in Gettysburg, and participated in a day’s fight before General Stuart and 
his cavalry completed their mission and were finally able to join them. 

Stuart’s non-arrival as planned at the end of June, thus missing the first day of the battle of 
Gettysburg, is a glaring result of the unspecified factors and interruptions that were a part of 
military tactics in this part of the century.  Because of the vast amount of unknown variables, 
coupled with the lack of a contingency plan, General Stuart had no choice but to follow through 
with his original orders, even if it caused a delay in his troops meeting up with Lee.  The plan was 
militarily sound, however, unexpected events, so ubiquitous in wartime, and the slow speed in 
which he went around the Union army suggest that the fact that this subject is even debated at all is 
the result of historical revisionism. It is more the product of the supposed character flaws and 
decision making of General Stuart, rather than the plain fact a brilliant strategy failed to be achieved 
as intended. 
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